
Our company is looking to fill the role of sales manager / senior sales manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for sales manager / senior sales manager

Properly convey rate and package information within approved limits to
maximize and protect our overall resort revenue yields
Maintain customer relations, GSO relations, trade relations, industry relations
and staff relations
Work closely with all departments such as Convention Services and
Reservation Sales departments to ensure that all details are communicated
for to ensure a successful meeting experience
Perform other tasks as needed or directed to ensure effective Resort
operation
Successfully drive an inside sales team to meet and exceed weekly, monthly
and annual sales quotas
Provide continuous and consistent performance coaching, training, and
mentoring to inside sales reps to motivate them to succeed and ensure goal
achievement
Build and maintain strong relationships with multiple stakeholders
Provide accurate sales reporting and adhere to a reporting cadence
Understand the industry and client’s business objectives
Communicate with c-level stakeholders, providing program feedback and
strategic recommendations for additional program strategies, tactics,
revisions and implementations based on observations of the program’s
people, processes, and product

Example of Sales Manager / Senior Sales Manager
Job Description
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Detailed understanding of both business to end user & business to business
channel selling
Experience in the management, motivation and leadership of a technical sales
force
Understands and can describe the full spectrum of major products including
custody/fund accounting/transfer agency/securities lending/ foreign
exchange
Appropriate custody/fund accounting/transfer agency/securities lending/
foreign exchange product knowledge
Demonstrated success leading teams to leverage rigorous sales processes
and methodologies to achieve success
Analytical approach to sales management


